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ABSTRACT 
Let C = circ( c,, , c,) be a circulant stochastic matrix. The convergence of C” as 
n tends to infinity is characterized in terms of the set U = { j : ci > O}. The results are 
applied to Markov chains having C as transition matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Adopting the terminology in [I], a square matrix C = (c,,), ~~, y ~ s is 
called a circulant if there is a (complex) vector c = (c,, . . . , c,)’ such that 
C pv = C u_p+ 1, where the subscript is taken module s. We then write C = 
circ( cr, . . . , ~2~). 
We became interested in this type of matrices when trying to generalize a 
nice little exercise in [7]: 
There is given a die with probabilities p, = i + Q, 1~ k < 6. Show that the maximal 
deviation max ]cI, 1 from the uniform distribution on { 1,. . ,6} will be reduced if the 
die is throb twice and the sum of the faces is taken modulo 6 within { 1,. ,6}. 
A generalization to the case of a die with s faces which is thrown n times can 
be based on the following setting: Let s E N, s > 2, and Xi, X,, . . . be a 
sequence of i.i.d. random variables whose distribution has support in the set 
s= {1,2 )...) s}, 
s 
qXj=k)=p,, kES, jEN; p,>o, k=S; c p,=l. 
k=l 
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we define recursively a sequence Y,, Ya, . . . of random variables by 
y,=x,, 
m = dY,-,~ XnL n > 2. 
According to a well-known theorem (see e.g. [S, p. 301) {Y, : n E N} is a 
finite homogeneous Markov chain with state space S and transition probabili- 
ties 
PP” = wn = VlYn-1 = CL) = %(PL, x,> = 4 
i.e., for the transition matrix T = (q,) it holds that 
T=circ(p,,p,,p,,...,P,-,). 
Hence T is a circulant (doubly) stochastic matrix. If we put p = 
(P,, PZ>.‘.Y p,)‘, the distribution of the modulo-s sum Cy= iXi is thus given by 
the vector 
9,: = p/T”. (1) 
It might be interesting to note that one obtains the same transition matrix 
if one analyzes the general cyclical random walk; cf. [3, p. 4341. There also a 
formula for T” is derived. A little more elegantly, this formula is provided by 
the general theory of circulants: Let w = exp{2ri/s}, i = ( - l)l/‘, and let 
F = s- I”( f,,), where 4” = ~(r-~)(“-~), 1~ p, v < s, be the Fourier matrix of 
order s; cf. [l, p. 321. Furthermore, for C = circ(c,, . . . ) c,) let 
x - c c$+k-l)(~-l), k,C - l< k < s, 
v=l 
(2) 
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and 
Then according to Theorem 3.2.2 in [l] we have 
C = F*A,F, 
F* denoting the conjugate transpose of F. Taking T = circ( p,, p,, . . . , p,_ 1), 
one thus gets-since F is a unitary matrix- 
T” = F*A” F T ) 
which is formula (2.11) in [3, p. 4341. 
In the following section we will study the limit behavior of T” as n tends 
to infinity. The somewhat simpler problem of the convergence of p’T”- 
which in fact (cf. Theorem 3) allows the same characterizations-has already 
been studied in greater generality. By (1) the existence of lim, _ o. p’T” 
means convergence of the n-fold modulo-s convolution of the distribution 
P”a. Dvoretzky and Wolfowitz [2] considered the case of not necessarily 
identically distributed random variables Xi; Koutsky [6] discussed the situa- 
tion that {Xi: i E IV} is a Markov chain. The i.i.d. case has been generalized 
by several authors to the study of probability measures on topological groups. 
Here a theorem due to Ito and Kawada is relevant; see Heyer [4, Theorem 
2.1.4, p. 911. Condition (v) of that theorem could also be used to derive our 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of lim, _ M 4;. For 
studying lim ,1 _ oc T” the theory of circulants seems to be more appropriate. 
2. THE LIMIT OF T” 
According to the corollaries to Theorem 3.6.1 in [l], the limit behavior of 
C” essentially depends on the set & = { j E S: X j,c = 1). 
For T = circ(p,, p,,. . ., p, 1 ) we have by (2), putting 
2nv( j - 1) 2?rv( j - 1) 
xvj = L’os 
s ’ 
yVj = sin 
s ’ 
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that 
Let 
il Pv(xvj + iYvj), l<j<S. (3) 
u=l v=l 
u= {jES:Pj>O}, D= {/FV:IJ.,YEu}, 
w. = gcd(Uu{ s}), oo = gcd(W s}), uj=gcd(s,j-l), jsS. 
A characterization of JT will be given with the help of the following 
LEMMA 1. 
(4 Ixj,TI G 1, j E S7 with equality holding iff 
p=vrnmod; forall p,vEU, 
I 
which in turn is equivalent to 
j=lmod $. 
(b) ‘j,T = 1 iff 




j=lmod &. (7) 
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Proof. (a): By (3) we have 
Equality holds iff 
cos 24j-m-4 
i 1 = 1 forall p,uEU. s 
This is equivalent to (j - l)(p - V) = 0 mod s for all p, v E U, and this in 
turn is equivalent to (4). 
To see that (4) is equivalent to (5), let s’, x j, s j, ypy be integers such that 
s = ojsj, j - 1 = ojxj, s = was’, and p - v = days, for p, v E U. If (4) holds, 
then there exist integers zPV with uj@ - v) = szky for CL, v E U; hence 
(j - l)yPV = s’xjzPV. This implies (S), since gcd(s’, y,,) = 1. If, conversely, (5) 
holds, there is an integer XI with ~a(j - 1) = X;S; hence (CL - v)rj = sjxJ!yPy 
for p, v E U. But this implies (4), since gcd(sj, x j) = 1. 
(b): According to (a), X j,r = 1 is equivalent to 
Rehj,T = t p,xpj = 1. 
p=l 
The assertion then follows as in (a). 
We are now ready to characterize the existence of lim n _ o. Tn. 
THEOREM 1. The following conditions (a)-(d) are equivalent: 
(a) lim n _ oc T n exists, 
(b) (hj,r( = 1 implies Xj,r = 1, j E S, 
(c) p = 0 mod va for all p E U, 
(d) 1)” = wa. 
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Proof. Since ]h j,T] < by Lemma 1, 
U { s }. 
Hence v0 < wa. On the other hand, 2u0 is always a common divisor of 
D u { s}; hence o0 >, wO. Now, using (5) and (7) we see that v0 = u)c implies 
(bj. This shows also the equivalence of (c) and (d). n 
THEOREM 2. Zf T”=(tE)=lim,,,T” exists, then 
tm = %/St p=Vmodv,, 
ILY 0 otherwise. 
(8) 
Proof. According to the second corollary to Theorem 3.6.1 in [l], we 
have Tm=EjEIT F*h,F. Here Aj = diag(O,O,.. .,l,.. .,O), where the 1 oc- 
curs in the j th position. Thus 
tP; = s. 1 C w(p-v)W1), l</.l,v<s. (9) 
i E IT 
From (7) and condition (d) in Theorem 1 we have Jr = { j E S: j = 1 mod 
s/va}. Using (9) we then get 
“0 - 1 
tps-l c (www"O)k, 
k=O 
which entails (8). 
If lim._,T” exists, then obviously also lim n _ m 9; = lim n _ m p’T n [cf. 
(l)] exists. The following theorem shows that here the converse also holds. 
THEOREM 3. lim ,,__T” exists iff lim,_,p’T* exists. 
Proof. Only the “if” part needs a proof. Let 
9,: = (9,,~,...,9,,s) = P’T”, 
akj = C pPw(k-l)(vj), 
Ireu 
i,= {kES :]X,,,.(=l, X,,,+l} and I,= {ZCES 
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Then 




C akiAt,T + C akjAt,T , j ES. 
k E I, k E I, 1 
Since lim n _ o. h$, T for k E I, exists, the existence of lim,, ~ o3 4,: is equivalent 
to 
lim C akiAl,T exists for all j E S. (10) 
Because of condition (b) in Theorem 
I, ~0. According to Theorem 1, 
r, E {l,..., o. - 1) such that 
p = r. mod u. 
1, we have to show that I, = 0. Assume 
we have v,, 2 2 and there exists an 
for all p EU. (11) 
For k E I, we get, with the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 1, that 
v,(k - 1) = x;s, which implies vOxk = x;sk. Hence vo= 0 mod sk, since 
gcd(s,, xk) = 1. Together with (11) this entails 
s 
p = TO mod G forall YEW and kEZl. 
By definition of ok this implies 
(k-l)(p-rrO)=Omod s forall pEU and kEZl; 
hence 
&- l)(p-r,) = 1 forall PEWand kEZ1. 
Thus akro=~pE~ipp = 1 for all k E I,, which together with (10) shows that 
lim n _ m Ck E I,ht, T exists. 
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But for I, # 0 this is in contradiction to the following more general result: 
Let y i?“‘, Y{,> Zl,..., zh be complex numbers satisfying yj f 0, zj # 1, lzjl = 
1, 1 G j < h, 
lim 
and such that zj, # zj2 for 1 < j, f j, < h. Then 
n _ o. C’!= iyjzr does not exist. This can be proved e.g. by induction on h: 
The case i = 1 is trivial. Assume that lim n _ m C!f:yjzS exists. Then 
Thus lim .-,C:t=lYj(l-zj)(Zj/Zh+l)n would exist, in contradiction to the 
induction hypothesis. n 
The next theorem will describe in more detail the types of circulant 
stochastic matrices T for which lim n _ m T” exists. In view of Theorem 1, the 
problem is reduced to that of characterizing the sets U = { j E S : pi > 0) 
which satisfy zia = wO. Part (b) of Theorem 4 provides a device to construct 
alI such sets U. 
THEOREM 4. 
(a) Let u= {pi,cla,...,p~k) cS such that ~GZJ~-CZ.Q< ... <P~=GS 
ad gcd(UU{s})=gcd(DU{s})=o,. Putting 
a$, 6i = Pi+l-Pi , l<i<k-1, 
en 00 
it holds that 
(i) 
if k=l, then t =l, 
(ii) 
if 2<k<s, then gcd{6i,...,Sk_i,t} ~1; 
u= {v,u:uEU’}, where i Sp:O<i<k-l (iii) 
p=O 
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(b) Let uO, k E N such that u0 divides s. Zf S,, a,, . . . , Sk_, E N satisfy (i) 
and (ii) from part (a), then for U defined us in (iii) of part (a) and 
D= {II-v:p,v~U} itholds that 
gcd(Uu{s})=gcd(Du{s})=u, 
Proof. (a): (i) and (iii) are trivial. (ii) follows from 
gcd{ u$l>..., o&i,oat} =gcd(Du{s})=u,. 
(b): As in the proof of (a), we have gcd( D U { s}) = oo. But gcd(U U { s j) 
= o. is equivalent to gcd( U’ U { t }) = 1. Because 
l-<gcd(U’u{t})=gcd({S,,S,,...,6,_,,t}) 
<gcd{6,,S, ,..., ak-&} =l, 
the assertion follows. 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS TO MARKOV CHAINS 
(a) The symmetric cyclical random walk (cf. [3, p. 433 ff.] or [5, p. 119 
ff.]). This is the special case that p, = p, p,_ 1 = 1 - p, pi = 0 otherwise 
(0 < p < l), i.e. u= {l}, U= {s-l}, or U={l,s-1). If U=(l) or 
U = {s - l}, then u0 = s. Thus by condition (c) in Theorem 1, T” does not 
exist. If U = { 1, s - 1) and s is even, then u0 = 2. Again T” does not exist. If 
s is odd, then o0 = 1. Thus Tm exists, and by Theorem 2 we have 
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(b) Mod&-s sums of i.i.d. random variables with support in S = { 1,. . . , s } 
(cf. Section 1). If here s is a prime, then for ]U] = 1 we have no = s and 
no = 1 for (U] >, 2. In the first case T” exists only if p, = 1 (T is the unit 
matrix). In the second case T” always exists and has elements equal to s-l. 
Thus the process always has a limit distribution except for the case that the 
initial distribution is singular with support in { 1,. . . , s - 1). Furthermore, T cLI 
always exists if s E U. For s E U and not a prime, the situation is more 
complicated. We can here at least give the limit distribution 9’ = p’T O”, if it 
exists. (Note that according to Theorem 3 the existence of 9’ = lim n _ m p’T” 






Then 9’ is the uniform distribution on S’. 
In order to see this let j = rug E S’. Since 9’ exists we have p = 0 mod v. 
for all p E U; hence p = j mod v,, for all ~1 E U. Therefore, by Theorem 2, 
$7 = voC1 for all I* E U, i.e. 9j = C,,,p,tPy = vos-l. 
In this context one might pose the question whether there exists a 
stochastic vector p and an no E RJ such that 9,‘,, = p’T”” = s- ‘(1, 1,. . . , 1). 
This would allow one to make a biased die unbiased by a finite number of 
throws taking modulo-6 sums. Unfortunately, this is not possible: Let p’= 
(P l,..., P,) and 
u=(u,,..., u,)’ = rip = 
0 0 ... 0 1 
1 0 ... 0 0 
0 1 ... 0 0 
. . . . . . . . 
(j (j . . . ; 0 
From formula (3.31) in [l] we have 
s”~F*u = (A,,, ,..., As,& 
P = (P,> P,,..., Ps-A’. 
which implies 
p’F* = sP1/2(X1,T ,..., Xs,T)diag(l,w”-‘,w”-2 ,..., w). 
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Then s: = p’F*R”,F = s- ‘(1, 1, . . . , 1) is equivalent to 
p/F*& = s-‘(l,l,,.., l)F* = s-~“(~,O ,..., 0), 
i.e. 
(A 1,T,...,XE.T)diag(X”,,.,wS-‘Xn,,T,...,wX”,,,)=(l,O ,... ,O>; 
hence 
A 1, I,T = Xj,T=O, 2< j<s. 
Therefore, we have s’/“F*u = (l,O, . . . ,O), which is equivalent to 
U=S -““F(l,O ,..., 0)‘= s-‘&l ,..., 1). 
Hence p’= ss’(l,l,..., 1). 
We wish to thank Professor D. Morgenstern for some valuable hints, and 
a referee for constructive comments which led to a considerable improvement 
of our original manuscript. 
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